


I have done it. Damn the Admiralty. I wonder who is 

responsible for their attitude to me. Not a life lost 

and we have been through Hell.  

Shackleton





History, culture, and the rule of law

Security, privacy and mathematics

Metallurgy and materials science

Environmental systems and fluid dynamics

Trade and economic specialization

Manufacturing and replication

Microbiology and cellular structure

Human social dynamics and structures

Art, design and esthetics

Paint, chemistry and polymers

Mechanical advantage and physics





Nathan Sawaya: The Art of the Brick





Urbanization

Disintermediation

Stratification

Education

Acceleration

Big data/deep learning

Automation

Privacy/security

Computing 

Biomedicine

Environment

Social
Technical





Research inference

Or as Richard Feynman put it

It’s more than hypothesis, experiment, theory

Cyberinfrastructure is trying to broaden relevance



Look beyond yourself and your next project …

Put aside ego and admit ignorance …

Consider the inspiring and important questions and challenges

Translate the vision into realizable outcomes …

Think like a team player, not an individual athlete



Identify and engage potential stakeholders

Create a vision statement/manifesto

Build an R&D and engagement roadmap

Define/launch self-funded demonstration projects

Identify and engage potential stakeholders

Demonstrate prototype outcomes

Refine manifesto and revise roadmap

Target resource opportunities



Agency programs without community support

Just-in-time (JIT) proposal teams

My problem, not our problem, campus teams

Mismatched collaborative time scales



“Spatiotemporal domicile proximity to 
retroverting domestic ruminants,” I. B. 
Smart, I. A. Postdoc & O. Authors, 
International Journal of Obscurity, Vol. 
123, No. 11, pp. 2143-2147, 2017

Sashimi

Dead tuna



T'PAU: It is said thy Vulcan blood is thin. 
Are thee Vulcan or are thee human? 

Promotion and tenure decisions
• Generally fail to reward collaborative work

• Especially true of interdisciplinary collaborations

• Ironically, most true at the departmental level

Professors as {demi}-gods
• Staff are often second class citizens

• True regardless of degrees and experience

Publications and funding
• Lead authorship and PI status dominate

• Artifacts are still not fully appreciated



Impedance Match
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Academic staff often have limited career paths

Money drives intellectual and financial freedom

CI staff have career options most faculty lack



Industry

Academia and government

Talent development

Where you draw the bounding box shapes the answer





Research leaders must value team more than themselves

Team participation motivated by shared goals

Credit and reward accrue organically to the group

Team seeks new opportunities for ongoing collaboration



Embrace people unlike you

Take some risks – dare the difficult

Identify what you do really well

Make new and original mistakes …



Thank You


